
A lot of people think that drinking juice is good for you because of all the vitamins it has and the�
fact that it comes from fruits and vegetables. Even though 100% pure juice has lots of vitamins�
that are good for you, it also has a lot of sugar. Just a single glass of 100% juice has about 7 tea-�
spoons of sugar. That excess sugar alone can cause unnecessary weight gain.�
Drinking water however will keep you hydrated and well lubricated. Water also keeps your body�
temperature normal, lubricates and cushions your joints, protects your spinal cord and other sen-�
sitive tissues. It also gets rid of wastes through urination, perspiration, and bowel movements.�

Did you know that cherries have awesome health benefits including fighting cancer,  re-�
ducing inflammation that causes Gout, reducing belly fat, lowering the risk of stroke and�
helping arthritis pain. Of course there's more but that's a good start.  The most impor-�
tant fact for kids is that cherries taste awesome and make yummy summer treats. When�
you have a fruit that taste great and is good for you, it's easy to  eat a whole bunch in�
one sitting. There are also lots of great recipes to try out to make eating cherries even�
more fun.  It's easy to say, I'll try that when it comes to cherries.�
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·� Your stomach manufactures a new lining every three days to avoid digesting itself.�
·� Your body produces enough heat in only thirty minutes to boil a half-gallon of water.�
·� Human bone is as strong as granite, relative to supporting resistance.�
·� You need to consume a quart of water each day for four months to equate to the amount�
of blood your heart pumps in one hour.�

The stethoscope was in-�
vented in France in 1816�
by René Laennec at the�
Necker-Enfants Malades�
Hospital in Paris. It was�
made of a wooden tube�
and was monaural. The�

materials used to make them has changed a lot since�
then but it's still very much needed. It is especially�

used to listen inside of our bodies. When you go to�
the doctor, they use it to listen to our hearts, lungs�
and other organs to make�
sure everything sounds the�
way it should. This is a�
great way to listen to our�
blood flow to make sure�
that it's A okay.�

For some kids, spring time can be miserable. You�
would think that spring would be the favorite time of�
year because of the winter thaw and all of the new�
beautiful flowers that start to blossom and bloom.�
Well for some that means allergies. Kids with aller-�
gies don't get to enjoy the spring like everyone else.�
With itchy eyes, runny nose, swollen cheeks, rashes�
and many other things, spring can be the worst time�

of year.  This is brought on�
by the pollen and other things�
floating in the air when play-�
ing outside. Taking medica-�
tions to deal with the�
problem is no fun either so�
those who have allergies usually prefer summer over�
spring.�


